Cancer = Magnets?
Does IRON / SCANS / CONTRAST AGENTS Cause CANCER?
And a myriad of other symptoms?

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF
What happens when you put IRON in a microwave?
(Arcs, Sparks, Glows….X-rays/Cat Scans are much more powerful than a
microwave.)
What does an MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) do to Iron?
(MRI's are 300-600 times stronger than the little magnet shown)
Why do they ask you to remove all metals before X-Ray/Cat Scan?
(Because they glow/are being induced?)
Do Magnets Attract Iron?
(YES!)
Does Iron get induced to become
magnets?
(YES, this is how they make every
magnet… See the quote below from
one of the greatest men on
Magneitsm…Ken Wheeler)

Over the Counter Walmart Pills being picked up
by a 1” 42 Gauss Neodymium Iron Boron
Magnet. 1st try out of the Pill Bottle.

Why does the supposed Cancer glow like
metals on an X-RAY?
(Read on)
Can Magnets and Iron come together in the blood to form a mass?
(Well, heck ya!!!! See Contrast Agents and Scans below)
Will your cells teardrop when squeezed/ripped?
(Why does White Blood Cell count increase?)
Cont’d on next page…
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CONTRAST AGENTS AND SCANS
Why is it that CONTRAST Agents are mostly Paramagnetic and Super
Paramagnetic?
What does that mean?
From Wikipedia
"Paramagnetism is due to the
presence of unpaired electrons in
the material, so all atoms with
incompletely filled atomic orbitals
are paramagnetic. Due to their spin,
unpaired electrons have a magnetic
dipole moment and act like TINY
MAGNETS."
Is the reason the scan shows up as
light/glowing because they Use
Magnetic / Ferrous contrast agents
to attach to? The Magnets/Iron
Accumulating in your body in which
they call Cancer?

The Over the Counter Walmart Iron Pills have been
induced, in other words became more magnetic.
MRI’s are 300-600 Times Stronger than this little
powerful magnet.

Does the Contrast Agent stick to
Other Magnets / Cancer?
The Top used Contrast Agents, again from Wikipedia (everyone seems to trust this
site, I've checked several others), are
Gadolinium - Paramagnetic (Sticks to magnets/cancer)
Iron - Oxide - Super Paramagnetic (Sticks to magnets/cancer)
Most other Contrast Agents used have some sort of ferrite/iron.
Is the Cancer Rate Increase Directly proportional to the Increase in Scanning
Equipment and the Number of Scans people can easily get now?
(Well….Think about it…)
Cont’d on next page….
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LAST QUESTION
Will this wake people up that you accumulate more iron / magnets when you
get these scans (induction) and contrast agents?
From Ken Wheeler's 3rd Edition "Uncovering the Missing Secrets of Magnetism"
"Gyromagnetic ratios, and magnetic precession is nothing of my discovery, this
principle is part and parcel to all magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), nuclear
magnetic resonance imaging (NMRI) technology, however the entire field of MRI
technology is senseless and clueless that a permanent magnet exhibits this due to
special magneto-dielectric field geometry. MRI use enormous power to generate
these magnetic precessions, which field contrasts are then used to image and
determine what is being scanned.
Enormous pulsing power is used in the creation of MRI images, however
a single large pulse is used to create an identical precessional magnetic
geometry in the permanent magnet. As is the case with most technology,
things are discovered and perfected without actually understanding or caring
about the principles behind them."
From Ken Wheelers’s Video
NATURE'S SECRETS OF MAGNETISM
Notice the “burn in” Ring of the Ferro Fluid on
the outer Magnetic Edge.
That’s the Magnet causing the iron nanoparticles to become magnetic and stick
together. So too will the MRI Fluid they inject
into you and will also happen if your inorganic
iron content is high in your blood stream.
How much more proof do you need that MRI’s
are going to give you “magnets” aka cancer?
As Synergies would have it, I Met a Blood Expert who owns and
operates a lab in California and when I shared this with him, he went into a blank stare,
looked like he saw a ghost and had the Aha moment and thank me and told me it
makes too much sense.
God bless the medical industry and all those who are trying very hard and are
passionate to help others. God forgive those who push things upon others for PROFIT
with or without knowing.
Peace, Love and Cheers!
Claudio……
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More Research for the Interested
Further,
Always economical, your spleen saves any useful components from the old cells, such
as iron. It stores iron in the form of ferritin or bilirubin….. Bingo!….
Lymphocytes are a type of white blood cell that produces antibodies, special proteins
that weaken or kill bacteria, viruses, and other organisms that cause infection.
Is iron an infection?

Antibodies and white blood cells also stop infections from spreading
through the body by trapping germs and destroying them.
So do white blood cells trap inorganic iron?
What happens when you have an enlarged spleen.
Extra iron that is not immediately needed to make new blood cells is
normally stored in the liver, spleen, and bone marrow. This excess iron can
lead to injury of the organs in which it is deposited.
In Europe, iron deficiency is considered to be one of the main nutritional
deficiency disorders affecting large fractions of the population,
Some positive factors may have contributed to reducing the prevalence of
iron-deficiency anaemia in some groups of population: the use of ironfortified formulas and iron-fortified cereals; the use of oral contraceptives
and increased enrichment of iron in several countries;
Are you kidding me. Then europeans are hereditary, well if Mama’s spleen
could not handle the iron overload, she would pass this on to her kids. If
we don’t get exposed to radiation to induce the iron then we b good. But if
you keep eating iron fortified foods then you will fill up your spleen and then
release it into the blood stream (overloaded) and then it will be found in
blood tests. White blood cells will increase, your risk of cancer=magnets
increases. Plus it increases up to 1000% if you get an MRI, Cat Scan, Pet
Scan, X-Ray.
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___________________
A lady asked me if drinking too much coffee can cause cancer because she
drinks so much coffee and has cancer. I did this research for her.

A comparative study of the inhibitory effects by
caffeic acid, catechins and their related
compounds on the generation of radicals in the
reaction mixture of linoleic acid with iron ions
Iron is present in the human body in great quantity in the form of heme and
non-heme proteins. It plays a crucial role in electron transfer, cellular
respiration, cell proliferation and differentiation, and regulation of gene
expression.(1) On the other hand, iron exposure is directly associated with
the pathogenesis of many disorders, such as atherosclerosis, cancer and
inflammation, possibly via the production of free radicals.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5453020/

Caffeine exposure induces
browning features in adipose
tissue in vitro and in vivo
In conclusion, these results provide new complementary in vitro and in
vivo evidence that caffeine (and a coffee beverage) can promote BAT
function at doses compatible with human use.
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-45540-1
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Distinction of white, beige and brown adipocytes
derived from mesenchymal stem cells
Therefore, in comparison to white adipocytes, brown adipocytes have
significantly higher levels of mitochondria that contain red-brownish
iron and consequently appear brown in color.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3927012/
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